
   

  

BARC Cert Flight Checklist  
 Paperwork 

 Completed BARC Membership Form and proof of payment 
 Completed BARC Launch Liability Waiver 
 Completed BARC Ballistic Impact Corrective Action Acknowledgement Form 
 NAR Membership Card and/or proof of payment, and photo ID 
 NAR HPR Level 1 or 2 Application, and Certification Procedure 
 Read, understand, and comply with BARC‘s HPR Policy Document 
 Completed Level 2 NAR HPR test or ready to take the test (prior notification required) 
 Printed rocket simulation report identifying CP, CG, estimated altitude, optimum delay, etc. 

 Rocket Inspection 

 Can you identify the physical location of CP and CG on rocket, and explain how it was determined? 
 Can you explain appropriate high power rocketry build techniques used? 
 Are fins secure and sturdy? Did you use internal and/or external fillets? 
 Are 1010 rail buttons or rail guides securely attached to rocket? 
 Does rocket separate easily at nosecone or payload? 
 Is shock cord appropriately secured and of appropriate materials? 
 Does motor fit into MMT safely and securely? 
 How is motor secured in MMT - friction, retainer, etc? 
 Is parachute sized appropriately? How did you determine this? 
 How is/are parachute(s) protected against exhaust or motor ejection? 

 Motor 

 Do you have a motor appropriate for certification and a casing (if needed) and delay adjustment tool? 
 How did you determine the appropriate delay for you motor?  
 Do you know how to adjust the delay in the motor? 
 Are you using a motor adapter and do you have one available for your use? 
 Do you have an appropriate ignitor for your motor and access to a backup if needed? 
 Do you know the expected apogee for your rocket/motor combination? How was it determined? 

 Pre-Flight 

 Is a BARC flight card filled out? 
 Do you know how to load rocket onto the launch rail? 
 (At pad) Are your altimeters and/or Chute Release armed?  

 Prep Area 

 Do you have a table or other prep area; and, the tools and/or repair components you might need? 


